Release Notes
Public Patch Release 1272 (2013-01-16)
1. Origin Product/Version
OXtender 2 for Microsoft Outlook 7.0.58
OXUpdater 6.18.14

2. Packages shipped with this Patch Release
OXtender 2 for Microsoft Outlook 7.0.60
OXUpdater 6.18.16

3. Bugs fixed with this Patch Release
24424

Outlook mail folder copy does not work from OX account to local PST
Moving mail folders from a local PST to a OX enabled storage, an error
message has been shown and the move did not succeed. This has been
fixed.

23956

Unable to install OXtender via Updater with proxy turned on
When using a proxy server between the client and the OX server,
installing updates did not work. Another issue surfaced regarding the
handling of SSL and authentication capable proxy servers. This has been
solved at the OXUpdater component.

23464

Error message remain in background-idle
Entering very long Outlook profile names at the OXtender installation
process led to an error message, which did not get the focus and
therefor was not visible to the user at once. This has been solved by
truncating the profile name to 63 characters if the supplied name
exceeds the limit.

23456

"Mail not read" messages when unsubscribing folders
Subscribing and unsubscribing shared mail folders did cause readreceipt mails to return “Mail has not been read” messages to the original
sender. This has been fixed.

23166

Problem with "on behalf of"
If the mails SENDER and FROM fields of a mail are both set to the same
value, Outlook displayed incorrect “on behalf of” information. This has
been solved by not triggering “on behalf of” information at Outlook if
both headers are equal.
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23074

Outlook contact stays in Outbox
When forwarding a contact via mail at Outlook while having native
Outlook mail format (MSTNEF) configured, that mail did get stuck at the
Outbox folder. This has been fixed by converting this kind of mails to a
proper format.

22642

Error "new UUID already mapped by server"
A recurring appointment, where the recurrence pattern had been
modified several times at the OX server, caused Outlook to display a
synchronization error message. This has been solved by properly setting
recurrence information.

20116

Free/Busy information not correctly shown in Outlook
When checking availability in Outlook, appointments marked as “free”
have been shown as “busy”. This is solved at the client with this release.
Note that the server-side fix of this requires a 7.0.1 backend.

Changes of Configuration Files
- none Changes of Database Schemes
- none Changes of Command Line Tools
- none Changes of Behavior
- none Changes of Packaging
- none Changes of Front-End Customizations
- none -

4. Changes relevant for Developers
Changes of the HTTP API
- none -
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Changes of the RMI API
- none Changes of the SOAP API
- none Changes of the WebDAV API
- none Changes of the GUI-API
- none -
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5. Tests
The OX QA team has verified all bug fixes.
To avoid side effects the packages have gone through automated smoke and
regression test on both, the OX Build System and a distributed OX QA server
setup.
In addition all bug fixes have been checked for potential side effects or changed
behavior. Unless explicitly stated with one of the bug entries above, we do not
expect other side effects.

6. Fixed bugs
24424, 23956, 23464, 23456, 23166, 23074, 22642, 20116
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